Past-Past President Job Description

The functions, duties, and qualifications of the Sensors Council Past-Past President (PPP) can be best described as, support and assist the Council President in whatever projects and functions are needed to keep the Council strong and active. While in the future those functions may become more fixed and permanent, today they are flexible, changing in accordance with identified needs and issues and President's wishes.

Therefore, the functions described below are characteristic of the PPP duties at the time of this writing, and should be seen as representative examples of PPP’s functions today and in the future:

- Assist the Council President as requested.

- Serve on the Council's monthly ExCom teleconference meetings and AdCom face-to-face meetings.

- Lead the development of a new system venue bids procurement and venue selection for the Council's flagship annual SENSORS conference.

- Form and chair the Council's ad hoc committee on SENSORS conference venue selection under the newly developed guidelines.

- Serve as the Council representative on the IEEE Intellectual Property Committee.

- Serve as Awards Committee Chair
  
  - Supervise the Sensors Council Awards Committees, nomination and selecting Awards Subcommittees for selecting the SC awards, and ensure the Sensors Council Awards Procedure is followed.